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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel solution for the computation of diffuse global illumination in urban environments that takes advantage of the underlying structure of the procedural building models used for generating the city, using them to compute a realistic global illumination solution based on the well known hierarchical radiosity algorithm. As we generate the geometry procedurally, we take advantage of the generation hierarchy to be the base of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm, without using the classic quad-based subdivision scheme. This structure is used for low-frequency global illumination, being later combined with a shadow-map-like system for the high-frequency component, thus resulting in a complete global illumination solution for procedural urban environments.

1. Introduction

In the last decades we have witnessed enormous improvements both in urban modeling, mainly through procedural techniques, and in the interactive rendering of large scenes. However, the target of accurate photorealistic rendering of large urban scenes has been barely touched until now. Applications like GoogleMaps and Nokia’s HERE (formerly OviMaps) are good examples of this, where only direct illumination is used for all kinds of visualizations. A more general solution, including inter-reflections and other indirect illumination problems should be considered in order to achieve an accurate visualization of urban environments. In this paper we present a novel interactive global illumination solution for large urban landscapes based on procedural modeling techniques.

Contributions Here we present a new global illumination technique for the interactive photorealistic rendering of urban landscapes. Basic ingredients of our approach include:

- a compact and efficient pipeline for both diffuse global illumination and high-frequency sun illumination for urban environments, minimizing the computations needed for each sun position.

- the illumination pipeline is smoothly blended onto the procedural modeling pipeline, taking advantage of all procedural features as exploring immediate results for changing building parameters.

2. Previous work

Real-time city rendering

In the last few years a number of algorithms for real-time rendering of urban environments have been proposed [CBG∗07, DBCG∗09, ABCN10, LBZ∗10]. These approaches achieve interactive frame rates by adapting traditional acceleration strategies (level-of-detail, image-based rendering, visibility culling, and on-demand loading) to the particular properties of city models: 2.5D overall shape, plane-dominant geometry, regular structure, dense occlusion, and large texture datasets. However, they only consider local illumination, thus providing an incomplete result in terms of the final image quality.
On the other hand, several image-based representations have been proposed to accelerate the rendering of distant buildings, including planar impostors [MS95], textured depth meshes [JW02], and point-based impostors [WWS01]. Some recent approaches represent the geometry of 2.5D cities as hierarchies of displacement maps which are rendered using relief mapping techniques [CBG07, DBCG09, ABCN10]. Ali et al. [AYRW09] also use displacement maps, although for representing facade details rather than complete 2.5D buildings.

General algorithms for view-frustum culling and occlusion culling have also been specialized for urban rendering [WWS00, PSC10]. State-of-the-art urban renderers also combine some form of on-demand loading [TMJ98, DB11], texture hierarchies [Buc05], and speculative pre-fetching [DBCG09]. Also, the poor performance of traditional mesh simplification algorithms on urban models has motivated the development of algorithms specifically designed for buildings [DB05] and groups of buildings [CBZ08, YZM11]. Most of these algorithms generate discrete LOD representations, although some recent approaches rely on hardware tessellation to instantiate buildings at continuous levels of detail [LBZ10].

Despite all the above techniques, most approaches for large-scale urban rendering only support direct illumination plus shadow mapping. Di Benedetto et al. [DBCG09] propose a system that computed indirect illumination effects in urban rendering, but limited to environments maps and precomputed ambient occlusion, thus severely limiting photorealistic appearance under changing lighting conditions. Argudo et al. [AAP12] proposed a photon mapping-based approach where photons where tracked and stored in specifically tailored cylindrical texture maps, one for each city block. Later, Muñoz et al. [MPAP13] used the same data structure to compute nocturnal illumination by using a simple OpenGL rendering for distant illumination, which was progressively refined with photon mapping as the user visited different parts of the city. Both solutions required large data structures to store the photon hits, and were not able to converge to an artifact-free solution in real time. On the other hand, other global illumination approaches for urban models run at non-interactive rates [VAW*10].

**Procedural Building Modeling**

The current trend in procedural building modeling is to use grammar-based procedural techniques that have shown promising results, as shown by Wonka et al. [WWSR03] and later improved by Müller et al. [MWH*06].

The main concept of a shape grammar is based on a rulebase: starting from an initial axiom shape (e.g., a building outline), rules are iteratively applied, replacing shapes with other shapes. A rule has a labelled shape on the left hand side, called predecessor, and one or multiple shapes and commands on the right hand side, called successor. Commands are macros creating new shapes or commands. An example rule could be predecessor \( \rightarrow \) CommandA : CommandB. Traditionally, four commands were introduced in [MWH*06]: Split of the current shape into multiple shapes, Repeat of one shape multiple times, Component Split (called Comp) creating new shapes on components (e.g., faces or edges) of the current shape and Insert of pre-made assets replacing a current predecessor. Traditionally, during a rule application, a hierarchy of shapes is generated corresponding to a particular instance created by the grammar, by inserting rule successor shapes as children of the rule predecessor shape [MWH*06] [LWW08]. This production process is executed until only terminal shapes are left. From this rulebase, the instance and associated shape hierarchy in Figure 2 are automatically generated.

**Hierarchical Radiosity**

Hierarchical radiosity was introduced in the pioneering work by Hanrahan et al. [HSA91], and later on extended with different techniques. Here we will provide a brief overview, but a detailed description can be found in the book by Cohen and Wallace [CWH93]. In the classic algorithm, lighting calculations are limited to a user-specified level of accuracy, by means of hierarchically subdividing the polygons in the scene into a quadtree, and creating light-transfer “links” at the appropriate levels of the hierarchy. In the original hierarchical radiosity solution [HSA91], radiosity is considered constant over each quadtree element. The rectangular nature of the quadtree, and the constant reconstruction result in the need for very fine subdivision for high quality image generation (high quality shadows etc.). See Figure 3.

3. Overview

The base of our solution rely on a couple of observations. First of all, for daylight illumination, it can be noted that the diffuse component at a wall varies quite smoothly because
Hierarchical radiosity algorithm: the energy is exchanged between two patches $a$ and $b$ at the same or different levels in the hierarchy of the two root primitives.

Computing global illumination at the asset level can be justified by observing the little variance in luminance values at two extreme points with a distance approximated to the asset size.

It is composed of low frequency signals. Figure 4 shows an example where the parts of the wall that have no direct illumination have small luminance variations, even at large distances. The size of the window observed in the picture is roughly of the same size as the assets used in our models, so we can assume the same small variations for the diffuse illumination in our simulations.

The second observation comes from the simple fact that both hierarchical radiosity and procedural modeling of buildings generate trees of patches (often called primitives in procedural modeling). These trees, although different in the way they are generated (i.e., quad-tree like for hierarchical radiosity, as seen in Figure 3 and rule-based for procedural modeling, as seen in Figure 2), generate a hierarchy that is comparable in the sizes and shapes of the primitives used. Also, we can observe that the whole radiosity algorithm presented in Section 2 does not depend on the procedure used to refine the nodes, so the tree generation can be changed from the traditional quad-tree-based subdivision by any other one. Different strategies for subdividing the input patches can be used, and in this paper we propose to directly use the tree generated for the procedural modeling of the building. This completely avoids generating another surface subdivision, and allows us to re-use the originally created hierarchy, making our hierarchy completely independent of the sun position. This way, the illumination process is smoothly integrated into the procedural modeling of the urban landscape.

4. City Modeling and Reconstruction

To keep a link between modeling and the radiosity simulation, we decided to store the primitives as a tree (see Figure 2), storing for each leaf primitive the ID of the geometry asset to be inserted, e.g., a window or a door. This structure is directly derived from the procedural rules, where the insert commands are used as terminal shapes. In our case, these assets are not inserted in the modeling stage, but after the whole radiosity simulation is performed. We store these assets in an independent data structure, indexed by their IDs. See Figure 5.

5. Illumination computations

In this section we will describe the different stages of our algorithm. Firstly, the pre-process is described, presenting the actions taken for initializing the illumination computations. These computations are done once for every scene. Then, the run-time steps, i.e., those computed at every time the lighting conditions change, are presented and enumerated. These include the set-up, the low-frequency and the final high-frequency passes.

5.1. Pre-processing: Patch Links

The two observations mentioned in Section 3 lead to some conclusions that will shape the way we pose the hierarchical radiosity algorithm. First of all, our implementation will not need to refine any geometry, but descend the previously created hierarchy. On the other hand, in the bibliography there have been defined two main oracles \cite{CWH93}: the first one generates the links based solely on geometric form factors, while the second also included an exchange-of-energy-based criterion. The main consequence of the first approach is that...
the links between primitives can be created in pre-process time, as long as the geometry does not change, as is our case. As the hierarchies of all building facades are created in the pre-process procedural modeling stage, and the buildings are static, it is a sensible idea to also create the links in the pre-processing. As a consequence, our hierarchies are still valid for any sun position. We used this conservative approach that generates links that could result in little exchange of energy, but that is perfectly compatible with our objective of reducing to a minimum the computations that are needed for each sun position. This makes our pre-processing stage independent of any sun position, thus allowing faster runtime computations.

**Algorithm 1** findLinks(Node n1, Node n2)

Node aux = oracle(n1, n2)
if aux != NULL then
    if aux = n1 then
        for all children from n1 do
            findLinks(child, n2)
        end for
    else if aux = n2 then
        for all children from n2 do
            findLinks(n1, child)
        end for
    end if
else
    end if

Our final implementation, thus, generates the links in a pre-processing stage which is described in Algorithm 1. This algorithm should iteratively be called with all pairs of upper-level patches, and will generate the links between the respective hierarchies at the right levels. This algorithm is a recursive one that first calls the oracle function, shown in Algorithm 2. Then, depending on the result of that evaluation, it continues the recursion on the children of one node or the other. In the case oracle returned that no interaction is to be set, the algorithm finishes without further actions.

**Algorithm 2** oracle(Node n1, Node n2) Return Node

float $FF_{12} = \text{formFactor}(n1, n2)$
float $FF_{21} = \text{formFactor}(n2, n1)$
Node res = NULL
if distance($n1, n2) < MIN\_DISTANCE \text{ then}$
    if $FF_{12} > \text{MIN\_FORM\_FACTOR}$ then
        res = $n1$
    else if $FF_{21} > \text{MIN\_FORM\_FACTOR}$ then
        res = $n2$
    else
        createLink($n1, n2)$
    end if
else
    return res

The oracle function, described in Algorithm 2, starts by computing the respective form factors and determines whether one patch should be subdivided, the other one, both patches are all right to exchange energy at this level, or are too far away to be considered for energy exchange. This latter threshold was set to be 1.5 times the width of a standard, medium-sized street. The rationale behind this decision is to bound the interactions to a small scale that produces significant results but does not hinder computation speed. See Figure 6.

5.2. Set-up pass

The overall illumination pass starts by doing a rendering step computed from the sun position with an orthographic camera to emulate a directional light. This stage is computed entirely in an off-line buffer on the GPU, rendering all the building geometries at its maximum quality with all its respective assets (but no texturing information). For each asset instance, it is rendered with the ID of the corresponding primitive in one color channel. Thus, the final buffer will contain, for each asset, the ID of the corresponding primitive (plus depth information that will be used in the final stage). Then, we compute the number of times (i.e., pixels) each primitive ID appears on the buffer, and load its initial energy with this count times an energy-equivalence factor. Observe that in the previous stage we rendered assets with the IDs of the corresponding primitives, correctly resolving occlusion problems and providing a more accurate indicator of the exact amount of energy each asset/primitive receives. From this stage we also keep a depth buffer for computing the high-frequency direct illumination in the last stage.

5.3. Low-frequency pass

Once the direct illumination is computed in the previous stage, the energy exchange is calculated. Initially, all the primitives in the lowest hierarchy levels were initialized with their respective incoming radiosity $B_i$, and we set the outgoing radiosity $B_o$ with this value. Then, for each link created in the first stage, we compute for both patches participating in the exchange their new values. For each one, the new outgoing radiosity is computed as the form factor times the outgoing radiosity of the other patch and the reflectance coefficient, as

![Figure 6: Links between two buildings and for a street segment. In both cases we show only the links originating from the left.](image)
Figure 7: Quality for a different number of iterations. The result for two buildings without iteration (top, left) and with 1 iteration (top, right) and 2 iterations (bottom, left). Finally, the same environment with a few buildings with 3 iterations (bottom, right).

\[ n_1.B_{1+} = FF_{12} \ast n_2.B_g \ast n_1.p \]
\[ n_2.B_{1+} = FF_{21} \ast n_2.B_g \ast n_2.p \]

This is iterated a number of times, which is chosen according to the convergence of the result, see Section 6.

5.4. High-frequency pass

The last stage combines the high-frequency information gathered in the first pass with the low-frequency illumination component computed in the second one. This is done with a fragment shader in the GPU which takes the depth information generated during the set-up pass, and enhances with the primitive-based soft global illumination. The last term is passed to the shader as fragment parameter by associating each primitive vertex with the respective intensity, and letting the rasterization pipeline to pass this information. If the per-vertex information is generated by averaging the indirect illumination at the primitives that share this vertex, then the vertex primitives can have different energies. In that case, the graphics hardware would automatically interpolate the illumination to get a smooth shading. However, for other kinds of simulations (e.g., solar radiation measures) interpolation would produce biased results that should be avoided.

6. Results and discussion

We can analyze the error related to the number of iterations in the hierarchical radiosity algorithm. The error is computed as the relative difference:

\[ E_i = \sqrt{\sum_{\text{patches}} (B_g^i - B_g^{i-1})^2} \]

where \( i \) is the iteration number starting from the second. We have observed that, after the third iteration, the error stabilizes from an initial value of 8.1 to a value of 3.7 and then decreases more slowly, which is acceptable for our purposes. As a result, we have decided to cut the number of iterations to three, which also agrees with the decision to have 1.5 times the average street width as threshold for the link creation.

At Figure 7 we can observe the evolution of the algorithm for a different number of iterations. As we can see, results improve with the number of iterations at the expense of increased computation times.

At Figure 8 we can see a converged image of our test scene, with the global illumination and high-frequency local illumination together. We have left the diffuse global illumination at the patch level to be able to appreciate the non-distorted results. For this scene, the simulation ran at 10 FPS.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the first prototype for a hierarchical radiosity-based solution for urban environments. Contrary to traditional radiosity approaches, the one presented here reuses the hierarchy naturally produced by the modeling process to incorporate the illumination computations. This produces, for the first time, a smooth blend between the procedural modeling generation and the hierarchical radiosity computation.
A direct improvement to our method is the use of the power of current GPUs, so implementing the core parts in CUDA or OpenCL is an interesting line for study. We think this new blending between proven techniques opens the door to more complex calculations, like extending this approach at the full urban scale, and integrating these simulations into the more general framework of the study of the urban climate. These extensions to the domain of urban physics become now naturally integrated with procedural techniques, which is, in our humble opinion, a very promising avenue for further research.
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